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ABSTRACT
An inertial pointing and control system and method for pointing to a designated target with known coordinates from a platform, to provide accurate position, steering, and command information. The system continuously receives GPS signals and corrects Inertial Navigation System (INS) dead reckoning or drift errors. An INS is mounted directly on a pointing instrument rather than in a remote location on the platform for monitoring the terrestrial position and instrument attitude, and for pointing the instrument at designated celestial targets or ground based landmarks. As a result, the pointing instrument and the INS move independently in inertial space from the platform since the INS is decoupled from the platform. Another important characteristic of the present system is that selected INS measurements are combined with predefined coordinate transformation equations and control logic algorithms under computer control in order to generate inertial pointing commands to the pointing instrument. More specifically, the computer calculates the desired instrument angles (Phi, Theta, Psi), which are then compared to the Euler angles measured by the instrument-mounted INS, and forms the pointing command error angles as a result of the compared difference.
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INERTIAL POINTING AND POSITIONING SYSTEM

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The invention described herein was made in the performance of work under a NASA contract and is subject to the provision of Section 305 of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 (72 Stat. 435; 42 U.S.C. 2457).

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Technical Field of the Invention

The present invention is generally directed to inertial pointing systems. More specifically, this invention relates to an inertial pointing and control system that enables accurate pointing to a designated stellar target, such as a star or a satellite, from a moving three-dimensional platform, such as an airplane, ground vehicle, or a ship, in order to provide accurate position, steering, and command information.

2. Description of the Prior Art

In recent years aircraft navigation and airspace control have been vastly improved by the integration of the Global Positioning System (GPS) into various navigation systems such as the Inertial (dead reckoning) Navigation System (INS), and the Microwave Landing System (MLS). Exemplary hybrid arrangements are illustrated in the following patents, all of which are incorporated herein by reference.

U.S. Pat. No. 5,193,064 to Maki discloses a method for integrating the GPS and the INS without the use of accelerometers to provide a velocity steering signal for use in the guidance of a space craft.

U.S. Pat. No. 5,216,611 to McElreath describes a method that integrates data from long range aids such as the GPS and INS and range aids such as MLS, in order to transition an aircraft from the long range aids to the short range aids.

U.S. Pat. No. 5,394,333 to Kao teaches a hybrid vehicle navigation system that employs both GPS and dead reckoning sensors, working in parallel, to produce a sensed and calculated position, respectively.

U.S. Pat. No. 5,390,125 to Sennott et al. relates to a vehicle positioning system which purportedly provides fast tracking of a terrestrial vehicle. The patented system envisions combining the conventional capabilities of an Inertial Reference Unit (IRU) and a GPS.

However, the foregoing and other conventional systems are mainly limited either to navigating terrestrial vehicles or aircraft with the INS strapped to a selected platform airframe. Two-dimensional terrestrial navigation systems do not address nor resolve the problems associated with three-dimensional navigation, and are therefore not readily usable for that purpose.

More specifically, as a result of strapping the INS to the airframe in a conventional aircraft navigation system, pointing to a designated stellar target, such as a star or a satellite, requires highly accurate transformation and computation of the proper attitude of the pointing instrument, such as a telescope or an antenna relative to the platform. The computation algorithms are not generally based on transformation equations derived from GPS time and position, precise INS attitude, and celestial geometry. The telescope position encoder with a conventional airframe-strapped INS is subject to INS attitude uncertainties and encoder errors that accrue from bending the platform and the telescope suspension system. These errors translate into telescope pointing inaccuracies. Moreover, accurate position encoders are complex, costly and require frequent calibration. As a result, conventional three-dimensional pointing systems which are highly accurate, are also prohibitively expensive and can only be used in limited and specialized commercial applications.

Therefore, there is still a great and unsatisfied need for a practical realization of a new inertial pointing and control system that enables accurate designation of a celestial or terrestrial target from a moving two or three-dimensional platform, in order to provide the desired acquisition for target tracking.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides a unique system that enables accurate pointing to designated stellar targets from a moving two or three-dimensional platform, in order to provide accurate telescope or antenna attitude command or platform steering information. The system minimizes instrument attitude errors by virtue of the direct mounting of the INS on a selected pointing instrument, and is therefore readily affordable for use in various commercial applications. As used herein the pointing instrument may include an antenna, a sensor, a laser, a canon, a missile launcher, or other devices.

In one embodiment, the new system performs accurate GPS-aided dead reckoning pointing of an instrument to a preselected target after the real-time position of the platform and target have been determined. It also achieves greater pointing accuracy than existing methods by eliminating numerous local coordinate transformations, utilizing GPS position updates to an INS, low-drift laser gyroscopes, and accurate GPS time source, while requiring fewer components than previous methods, hence simplifying the design and affording greater reliability. In addition, the INS gyroscopes can be incorporated into the gyroscope-stabilized telescope or antenna control loop, further reducing the number of costly components to stabilize a pointing instrument, such as a telescope or antenna, and to promote tracking with the pointing instrument.

This system and method of operation permit accurate instrument pointing and open-loop tracking on stellar targets without visual or optical feedback, while generating steering commands to the platform on which the instrument is deployed. The system further causes the stellar targets to be automatically and accurately captured within the field of view of the pointing instrument for acquisition and pseudo-tracking or open loop tracking by continuous pointing commands.

Another distinguishing feature of the new system is that pointing is achieved without requiring a high accuracy position encoder to obtain instrument position relative to the platform. Furthermore, if a position encoder were needed for platform steering purposes, such an encoder is not required to be highly accurate or expensive, which is an important feature of the direct instrument-mounted INS.

Briefly, the foregoing and other previously unattainable features and advantages of the present invention are realized by a unique inertial pointing and control system that continuously receives GPS signals and corrects the Inertial Navigation System (INS) dead reckoning drift errors. The INS monitors the terrestrial position and instrument attitude and points (or repoints at selected intervals, thus open loop tracking) an instrument at designated stellar targets.

An important aspect of the present invention is that the INS is mounted directly on the pointing instrument rather than in a remote location on the platform. As a result, the
pointing instrument and the INS move independently in inertial space from the platform since the INS is decoupled from the platform. This also enables target reselection for the opportunity to perform multiple acquisitions for tracking. Additionally, the INS offers a solution to the following six degrees of freedom: three degrees of translation (X,Y,Z) and three degrees of rotation (Phi, Theta, Psi), which, at a minimum, promotes inertial stabilization of the pointing instrument.

Another important characteristic of the present system is that the INS measurements are combined with selected coordinate transformation equations and control logic algorithms under computer control in order to generate inertial pointing commands to the pointing instrument. More specifically, the computer calculates the desired instrument angles (Phi, Theta, Psi), which are then compared to the Euler angles Phi, Theta, Psi measured by the instrument-mounted INS and pointing error commands are then generated from such comparison, in order to subsequently form the pointing command signals to the pointing instrument.

The new system may be used in a wide variety of commercial applications by providing a more general solution in three-dimensional or two-dimensional space by direct navigation of a moving airborne, shipborne, or ground based or ground borne platform, and vehicle navigation, while commanding a telescope or an antenna at selected targets. One application of the present system includes pointing a sensor such as a satellite antenna fitted on a moving platform, such as a cruise ship or aircraft, wherein the sensor is accurately and inexpensively locked on a designated satellite in order to access television or cable broadcasting communications. In another application, the new pointing system generates aircraft heading commands that are fed to the autopilot system for generating a flight path to point an instrument array at a designated terrestrial target.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING**

The above and other features of the present invention and the manner of attaining them will become apparent, and the invention itself will be best understood, by reference to the following description and the accompanying drawings, wherein:

**FIG. 1** is a perspective view of an airplane equipped with an inertial pointing and positioning system according to the present invention;

**FIG. 2** is a high level block diagram illustrating the architecture/hardware of the inertial pointing and positioning system of **FIG. 1**;

**FIG. 3** is a high level flow chart illustrating the operation of the inertial pointing and positioning system of **FIGS. 1** and **2**;

**FIG. 4** is an intermediate level flow diagram illustrating the process of generating a celestial spherical coordinate frame, which process forms part of the operation of the inertial pointing and positioning system shown in **FIG. 3**;

**FIG. 5** is an intermediate level flow diagram illustrating the process of transforming the celestial spherical coordinate frame to a terrestrial rectangular coordinate frame, which process forms part of the operation of the inertial pointing and positioning system shown in **FIG. 3**;

**FIG. 6** is an intermediate level flow diagram illustrating the process of generating pointing commands, which process forms part of the operation of the inertial pointing and positioning system shown in **FIG. 3**; and

**FIG. 7** is an intermediate level flow diagram illustrating the process of using the positioning system of **FIG. 2** to determine the celestial spherical angles and terrestrial coordinates of a target.

Similar numerals refer to similar elements in the drawing. It should be understood that the sizes of the different components in the Figures are not in exact proportion, and are shown for visual clarity and for the purpose of explanation.

**FIG. 1** shows an exemplary three-dimensional moving platform 10, such as an airplane, equipped with the inertial pointing and positioning system 12 according to the present invention. The system 12 is capable of accurate pointing and open-loop tracking a plurality of celestial targets with known astronomical coordinates, such as a star 14 and/or a satellite 16, in order to provide very accurate position, steering, and command information to the platform 10. The system 12 generates platform steering commands to acquire or obtain the target within the instrument field of view.

**FIG. 2** provides a high level block diagram of the system 12 of **FIG. 1**. The system 12 generally includes a PS antenna 18 that continuously receives signals from the GPS satellites and feeds the GPS signals to a GPS receiver 21 in an Inertial Navigation System (INS) 20. The GPS signals correct dead reckoning navigation errors (INS position drift errors), in order to provide accurate positioning readings. The GPS signals may not always be used by the system 12, particularly if the INS drift errors are within an acceptable tolerance range.

The INS 20 monitors the terrestrial position and geodetic attitude and points a steerable positioning instrument or sensor 22, such as a telescope or an antenna, at the celestial targets 14, 16. The INS 20 includes a triad of gyroscopes and accelerometers as the inertial measurement unit (IMU) that functions primarily as the sensor unit; a processor; corresponding electronic circuits; and an added GPS receiver that receives data from the GPS antenna 18.

An important aspect of the present invention is that the INS is mounted or strapped directly on the pointing instrument 22 rather than in a remote location on the platform 10 as in conventional methods. The pointing instrument 22, and hence the INS 20 rotates or moves in inertial space independently from the platform 10. As a result of this departure from conventional designs, the INS 20 is decoupled from the platform 10, and rather than having the pointing instrument 22 be slaved to the platform 10, the platform 10 has now become slaved to the pointing instrument 22 and the INS 20. This simplifies the transformation equations, results in less errors, and promotes accurate steering of the platform 10 for target reselection or target acquisition enhancement.

The positioning of the INS 20 directly on the pointing instrument 22 improves the accuracy, performance and cost of the present system 12 over conventional pointing systems. Since the position of the INS 20 relative to the pointing instrument 22 is known and remains fixed, the system 12 eliminates measurement inaccuracies. These inaccuracies would have been introduced by dynamic error problems that develop from a separate, remotely located pointing INS, which must rely on multiple platform and suspension coordinate transformations, transfer alignment, and platform bending and misalignment error buildup.

Furthermore, the system 12 offers an alternative to complex three-dimensional position encoders by offering a simplified inertial solution with low cost components. Since the system 12 no longer requires a position encoder to provide the accurate position of the INS 20 relative to the pointing instrument 22, it basically has a simplified overall design with a reduced number of components, thus achieving significant cost reduction.
Consequently, the system 12 has now become sufficiently affordable for use in several commercial applications. For example, the system 12 will direct an airborne, seaborne, or ground platform to enhance telescope or antenna pointing at selected targets. For added illustration, a fixed platform, for instance an observatory or a moving platform, such as an aircraft, ship, tank, or vehicle can accurately point and track an optical or electromagnetic device, such as a telescope or an antenna to a stationary or moving target without feedback from the target. Ships at sea can point and open-loop track antennae at satellites for television or direct broadcast reception. Observatories may employ the system 12 as an alternative to other telescope position encoders.

Yet another advantage realized by securing the INS 20 directly on the pointing instrument 22 is that the system 12 provides a gyroscope controlled reference for stabilization and closed-loop tracking control. In other words, the gyroscopes (not shown) within the INS may be used simultaneously as control and navigation gyroscopes, thus further reducing the number of required components, and simplifying the system design.

A computer or CPU 24 interfaces with the INS 20 and converts the GPS-corrected position, the attitude of the pointing instrument 22, the GPS Universal time data, and a series of transformation routines or equations into command angles or instructions in the navigation coordinate frame, in order to point the instrument 22 very accurately at the celestial targets 14, 16, so that these celestial targets 14, 16 are captured automatically within the field of view of the instrument 22. While reference is made herein to celestial targets, it should be understood that the system 12 may alternatively be used to point at, or toward terrestrial targets, landmarks or moving objects (i.e., an airborne threat).

In certain applications, the steering instructions from the system 12 may be used for navigating the platform 10. In such applications a position encoder 26 is used to interface with the system 12, via the CPU 24, and to provide the position coordinates of the platform 10 relative to the INS 20 or instrument 22. However, the required position encoder 26 may be less accurate than the encoder used in conventional navigation systems, because the encoder needs only be as accurate as the platform autopilot or steering control system. In certain applications where the viewing range is limited, an inexpensive position encoder can be utilized to orient the single axis platform 10. As a result, only one encoder along one rotational axis will be needed, as opposed to three conventional, highly accurate, and expensive encoders.

During normal operation, an operator inputs the celestial coordinates, such as the right ascension (RA) and the declination (DEC) of a first preselected celestial target, i.e., the star 14, in the CPU 24. The CPU 24 then computes the correct aircraft heading and issues the new heading command. In one particular application, where the platform 10 is an airplane, the heading command is routed to the autopilot. After the aircraft flight path is corrected to the desired heading, the CPU 24 commands the pointing instrument 22, i.e., a telescope to the proper elevation, azimuth (cross-elevation), and line of sight angles, resulting in the designated celestial target appearing in the telescope focal plane field of view for celestial object acquisition and track.

Referring now to FIG. 3, it represents a high level flow chart illustrating a method of operation 100 of the inertial pointing and positioning system 12 in FIG. 2. A distinctive feature of the method 100 relates to the proper selection of the measurements that are calculated or derived by the INS 20 and input to the CPU 24. It is well known that the INS 20 outputs values for numerous variables, only some of which are used by the system 12 (i.e., position, time, attitude). Because it is desired to use the selected variables to effect the transformation to accurate command angles, the present method 100 apriori determines the preferred coordinate frames, and the proper transformation matrices.

FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary process for deriving the desired command angles. The process 100 generally includes the step of inputting the known coordinates of the specified target in the CPU 24, as illustrated by step 101. Examples of these target coordinates are the spherical celestial right ascension (RA) and the declination (DEC), or latitude, longitude and height. Selected INS measurements are fed into the CPU 24 as shown in step 103. In one embodiment, the INS measurements include the INS latitude (LAT), longitude (LON), Universal Time Coordinated (UTC), and Euler angles (Theta, Psi, Phi). The Greenwich Mean Sidereal Time (GMST) is computed and entered into the CPU 24 (step 105). The CPU 24 transforms the input data to the selected celestial spherical coordinate frame (Celestial Equator C.E.), and then transforms the latter C.E. coordinate frame to corresponding Celestial Horizon (C.H.) azimuth and altitude spherical angles (step 107).

By using the terrestrial INS measurements and by selecting the celestial target angles in the spherical coordinate frame, the CPU 24 transforms the input data to the geocentric rectangular coordinate frame (step 109). Thereafter, the CPU 24 generates pointing commands and corrected pointing instructions to the instrument 22 (step 111). Optionally, the CPU 24 may use input measurements from the position encoder 26 to generate navigation commands to the platform 10 (step 113). The CPU 24 continues the foregoing routine by accepting new INS input data (steps 103, 105) and continuous updates of the pointing and navigation commands (step 111) for the selected target or a re-selected target. Circumstances may arise where it is necessary to point the instrument 22 to a different target 14, 16, whereupon, the coordinates of the new target 14, 16 are input, whether manually or automatically in the CPU 24 (step 101).

FIG. 4 is an intermediate level flow diagram illustrating the process (or step 107) of transforming the input data to a spherical coordinate frame. The CPU 24 generates or computes (at step 121) the Local Mean Sidereal Time (LMST) using the GMST, as well as the LON and UTC data from the INS, according to the following equation (1):

\[ \text{LMST} = \text{GMST} + \text{LON} + \text{UTC}. \]

The CPU 24 then calculates the Hour Angle (HA) at step 123, according to the following equation (2):

\[ \text{HA} = \lambda - \text{LMST} - \text{RA}. \]

HA forms the basic angle argument for transformation from the Celestial Equator (C.E.) coordinate frame to the Celestial Horizon (C.H.) coordinate frame (step 125). The transformation equations needed to form the instrument commands to point to the celestial target 14, 16 requires the initialization of the system 12 in the C.E. coordinate frame with the RA (at step 123) and DEC (at step 125) spherical angles. In this equation formulation, the RA and DEC are defined as the open loop set point commands that transform the two spherical angles of the celestial target 14, 16 into three rectangular pointing command angles in the coordinate.
The system is designed for the transformation of various coordinate frames, particularly for aerospace applications. The CPU computes the incremental pointing command to align the instrument with a target, leveraging the Euler angles (Phi, Theta, Psi) for orientation.

1. Compute the GMST (Greenwich Mean Sidereal Time) for the current date and time.
2. Transform the celestial spherical coordinates (RA, DEC) to the inertial coordinate frame (Xgeoc, Ygeoc, Zgeoc).
3. Derive the derivatives of the Euler angles, which are the vectorial rates (Phi, Theta, Psi).
4. Convert the vectorial rates to the navigation coordinate frame (Xnav, Ynav, Znav).
5. Use the corrected pointing angles (PHIcomm, Thetacomm, PsiComm) to generate the pointing command.

The system incorporates the formulas for the GMST calculation and the transformation between different coordinate frames, essential for accurate navigation and pointing.

```
POINTING SYSTEM EXPERIMENTAL CODE

Clint till registers/values in MATLAB Version 4.2C.1
Compute Groeckich Mean Sidereal Time (GMST) FOR FLIGHT:
THIS requires a value of days of year and DAYS IN YEAR.
THIS ALSO SETS definitions of KEY calculation constants
julianDate1956 = 2450000.5 ; % Good to double-check before run
julianSinceEpoch2000 = 2451545.0 ; % 1994 Astro. Alm., pge B16,B4
julianCentury = 36525.0 ;
secDay = 86400.0 ; % Seconds per Julian day (by definition)

INPUTS
daysOfYear = 0 ;
days = 366 ;

GOODS:
Phi_Theta_Psi = 1.570796327; % pi/2
Phi_Theta_Psi_rad = 1.570796327; % pi/2

GOOD TO DOUBLE-CHECK BEFORE RUN:

формula для GMST = (8640184.812866) + (0.093104*secDay) + (0.0000000417*secDay^2)

OUTPUT:
GMST = gmst / secDay;
GMST = gmst - round(gmst);
GMST = gmst / 3600;

Note: Earth rate set at 15 deg/hr;
```

The system is designed for real-time data acquisition and accurate navigation, essential for aerospace applications. The formulas and calculations are tailored for precise orientation and pointing tasks.
\begin{verbatim}
*RA13DEC2839*, *RA16DEC21C*, *RA16DEC22D1*, *RA16DEC21D2*, *RA17DEC29E3*, *RA17DEC29E4*, *RA17DEC29E5*, *RA17DEC29E6*, *RA17DEC29E7*, *RA13DEC42G*, *RA13DEC52H*;

for i=1:16;
eval(Table(i,:),);
MEAN-RMS LOOP FOR NDATA POINTS FOR EACH CASE
for i=1:NDATA,

MEAN-RMS LOOP FOR NDATA POINTS FOR EACH CASE

COMPUTE UNIVERSAL TIME (COORDINATED)
uutc=UTC+15;

COMPUTE UNIVERSAL TIME (COORDINATED)
uUTC=UTC+15;

for j=1:16,

for j=1:16,

COMPUTE UNIVERSAL TIME (COORDINATED)
uUTC=UTC+15;

ENDCOMPUTE

ENDCOMPUTE

\end{verbatim}
What is claimed is:

1. An inertial pointing system for pointing to a designated target with known coordinates, from a stationary or moving platform, in order to provide accurate position, steering, or command information, the system comprising in combination:

- a pointing instrument secured to the platform, and having a field of view and a variable attitude;
- an inertial navigation system (INS) decoupled from the platform, and mounted directly onto said pointing instrument, for moving in inertial space independently from the platform, such that the platform becomes slaved to said pointing instrument and said INS; and
- a processor for storing a series of predetermined transformation routines, and for interfacing with said INS and converting the attitude of said pointing instrument accurately at the designated target, so that the target is captured automatically within said field of view of said pointing instrument.

2. The inertial pointing system of claim 1, further including a ground vessel.

3. The inertial pointing system of claim 2, wherein said processor further converts said GPS signals and selected INS measurements into command angles.

4. The inertial pointing system of claim 3, wherein said pointing instrument is any one of a telescope, an antenna, a sensor, a laser, a cannon, and a missile launcher.

5. The inertial pointing system of claim 3, wherein the target is any one of a star, a satellite, a landmark, and a moving object.

6. The inertial pointing system of claim 3, wherein the platform is moving and is any one of an aircraft, a ship, and a ground vessel.

7. The inertial pointing system of claim 3, wherein the platform is fixed.

8. The inertial pointing system of claim 3, wherein said processor transforms selected input data to a selected celestial spherical coordinate frame (Celestial Equator C.E.), and then transforms said C.E. coordinate frame to corresponding Celestial Horizon (C.H.) azimuth and altitude spherical angles.

9. The inertial pointing system of claim 2 further including a position encoder for providing position coordinates of the platform relative to said INS and said instrument.

10. The inertial pointing system of claim 1, wherein said processor further transforms selected input data to a geocentric rectangular coordinate frame.

11. The inertial pointing system of claim 1, wherein said processor generates pointing commands and corrected pointing instructions to said pointing instrument.

12. A method for pointing to a designated target with known coordinates, from a platform, in order to provide accurate position, steering, or command information, the method comprising the steps of:

- securing a pointing instrument to the platform, the pointing instrument having a field of view and a variable attitude;
- decoupling an inertial navigation system (INS) from the platform, and mounting it directly onto said pointing instrument, for moving in inertial space independently from the platform, such that the platform becomes slaved to said pointing instrument and said INS; and
- using a processor for storing a series of predetermined transformation routines, and for interfacing with said INS and converting the attitude of said pointing instrument and said series of transformation routines into command angles, in order to point said pointing instrument accurately at the designated target, so that the target is captured automatically within said field of view of said pointing instrument.

13. The method according to claim 12, further including the steps of: inputting the known coordinates of the target in said processor; and

- feeding GPS signals to said INS for correcting dead reckoning navigation errors, in order to provide accurate positioning and time readings.

14. The method according to claim 13, further including the steps of:

- said processor transforms selected input data to a selected celestial spherical coordinate frame (Celestial Equator C.E.), and then transforms said C.E. coordinate frame to corresponding Celestial Horizon (C.H.) azimuth and altitude spherical angles;
- said processor transforms selected input data to a geocentric rectangular coordinate frame; and
- said processor generates pointing commands and corrected pointing instructions to said pointing instrument.

15. The method according to claim 14, wherein said step of transforming to a selected celestial spherical frame includes the steps of:

- computing Greenwich Mean Sidereal Time (GMST);
- generating Local Mean Sidereal Time (LMST);
- computing Hour Angle (HA); and
- transforming said C.E. coordinate frame to said C.H. coordinate frame.
13. The method according to claim 15, wherein said step of transforming selected input data to a geocentric rectangular coordinate frame includes the steps of:

transforming said C.H. coordinate frame to a geocentric coordinate frame;
transforming said geocentric coordinate frame to a geodetic coordinate frame; and
transforming said geodetic coordinate frame to a navigation coordinate frame.

17. The method according to claim 16, wherein said step of inputting the known coordinates of the target in said processor includes the step of inputting right ascension (RA) and declination (DEC) coordinates.

18. The method according to claim 17, wherein said step of generating pointing commands and corrected pointing instructions to said pointing instrument includes the steps of generating instrument angles, and applying a control logic for aligning said pointing instrument in a terrestrial (INS inertial) navigation tangent plane.

19. The method according to claim 18, wherein said step of computing pointing angles (Theta, Psi, Phi) for said instrument in said navigation coordinate frame.

20. The method according to claim 19, wherein said step of applying a control logic includes the steps of computing incremental pointing command angles by comparing INS-generated Euler angles with said computed instrument angles for generating corrected pointing angle commands (PHIcomm, PSIcomm, PHIcomm).

21. A method for determining the coordinates of a target from a platform, comprising the steps of:

securing a pointing instrument to the platform, said pointing instrument having a field of view and a variable attitude;

decoupling an inertial navigation system (INS) from the platform, and mounting it directly onto said pointing instrument, for moving in inertial space independently from the platform, such that the platform becomes slaved to said pointing instrument and said INS;
pointing said pointing instrument to the target; and
using a processor for storing a series of predetermined transformation routines, and for interfacing with said INS and for converting the attitude of said pointing instrument and said series of transformation routines into the coordinates of the target.

22. The method according to claim 21, wherein said step of converting includes the steps of:

using rates (\(\omega_x, \omega_y, \omega_z\)) corresponding to INS generated Euler angles (Phi, Theta, Psi) and forming a pointing coordinate frame therefrom;
integrating said pointing coordinate frame in a navigation frame to generate a Navigation coordinate frame (Xnav, Ynav, Znav);
transforming the Navigation coordinate frame (Xnav, Ynav, Znav) into a Geodetic coordinate frame vector (Xgeod, Ygeod, Zgeod);
transforming the Terrestrial Geodetic coordinate frame vector (Xgeod, Ygeod, Zgeod) into a Terrestrial Geocentric coordinate frame vector (Xgeoc, Ygeoc, Zgeoc);
transforming the Terrestrial Geocentric coordinate frame vector (Xgeoc, Ygeoc, Zgeoc) into a C.H. coordinate frame vector (Xch, Ych, Zch); and
transforming the C.H. coordinate frame vector (Xch, Ych, Zch) into a C.E. coordinate frame rectangular vector, wherefrom the target coordinates are derived.

* * * * *